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'Editorial
CAUTIOUS BEGINNING

The first
· are
. two of those parrs
comparatively new formatio
and I shall be surprised if o~;
?lay.ers. do not have an advantage
In b1ddmg technique.

Rejecting the normal journalistic practice of claiming uproarious success for every sponsored
promotion, we will say at once
that Bridge Pools have made an
encouraging but not sensational
start. It takes 2,000 lines to cover
£50 at 6d. a line, and so far
competitors have had a good
bargain. Most entries were for
small amounts, and perhaps 6d.
a line was too high. We shall
continue on the same principle
for three months and then review
progress. The report on the first
competition appears on page 23.

END-GAME STUDIES

.The World Par Olympiad contamed several good exercises in
end game technique, and the
efforts of the ·Australian promoters deserved better support.
We will publish some of the deals
when the promised bulletins arrive.
Final scores will not be known
until bidding claims have been
adjudicated. The 172 (which may
increase to 178) amassed by
Rodrigue · and myself. seems to
have been best in Britain.

NOT AFFEAR'D

The announcement of the
American team for the world
champtonship
·
match· in February
strikes no terror into British ·
h~arts. That is said with no
disrespect to the doughty warriors
who, after many fluctuations
W~n the recent trial in which
plaJrs competed. The team incpiaudesCan
. Murray,
.
a d'tan star, Enc
Ytng with Charles Coon of
8ost .
'
With on' old foe Lew Mathe~
a young partner Ron van
tder pOrten; and · a 'pair from
· Key and Robert
Nexas
. ' Me rvm
atI.

DOWNHILL

In his review of The Acol
System Today Pedro Juan expresses surprise that a change of
suit after a negative response to
an Acol Two (2·-2NT- 30)
should not be classified as un- ·
conditionally forcing. It never
has been in my learned works and
certainly was not so for that
noted freewheeler, S. J. Simon.
That responder should be
allowed to pass a useless- misfit

16
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COMPLEX

seems to me a sensible safeguard
for both players.

Ten, nine, eight, seven
shopping days to Christmas. Have
you thought of a gift subscription
to the B.B.W.? Please do not
overlook the annotincement on
page 27.

MISTAKE IN TIMING

In reply to my remarks last
month about "unidentified
knockers", Ewart Kempson quotes
comments about the method of
trial, made before the team was
even known.
My point was this his paragraph beginning "Few shared my
enthusiasm for our Open team"
gave the impression that "misguided experts with vested
interests" had gone round "knocking" the ·team after it had been
selected.

.

.

. -:.

'

.

.

Speaking of ten, nine, eight,
seven, I was rather taken with
the true story of an American
1nother who complained that her
child of five, having listened to
innumerable "count-downs" before the launching of rockets on
television, had learned to count
backwards and was engaged in
continual strife with his teacher.

- _:__.~

;_..:~:;::.;/;. -.~· ~

Three of the main ~~ontrib!t~ors to success at Torquay.: 'Mrs. Fleming; Harold Fr{mk/~ll,
and man-on-the-~pot John Hammond. With them is Eric Crowlwrsi who did /tis 511111
1
.i·
mz~(lzetumstiles.
· L
t
I

-

1

I
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It-Started 200 Years Back
by ALEC TRAUB

There was an old codger called
Bayes
Who led us all into a maze,
But once we know rules
Are not masters but tools
We'll quickly emerge from the
haze.
In the September issue of the
British Bridge World there was
further correspondence regarding
the combination
5432

AK6
At the beginning of play the
tion of finding a 3-3 break
6 per cent. The problem is
er, and to what extent, that
changes when both
follow to the AK.
figures were given:per cent, about 43 per cent,
unchanged at 36 per cent.

to each answer depends upon how
valid we consider the assumptions.
The only FACT is that both
opponents have followed suit
twice. Here are the assumptions:

(I) The Oliver theory (36 per
cent). We do not know whether
the six outstanding cards are
divided 3-3, 4-2, 5-1 or 6-0. This
is obviously an assumption in
direct conflict with our established fact.
(2). The Laver theory (52-! per
cent). We have noted. the exact
cards played by each opponent
and so can state that only ~o~r
distributions are possible. This IS
quite . correct, and to quote th.e
example given by Mr. PoY_Der, If
West has played the 7-8 (m a~y
nd East the 9-10 .(also m
ord er) a
·b·t·t·
any ord er) the only possi I I tes
are:

is no justification for the
WEST
EAST ,
figure, but either of the
Q1 8 7
10 9 . :1'
others may be right. In any . (a)
(b)
8
7
Q.
J 10 9
event, they can be completely
J
10 9
7.
8
reconciled.
(c)
Q
(d)
J 87
Q 10 9
The number of possible hands
•th (a) and (b) are each 167,960
Wid •th (c) and (d) each 184,756.
an WI
n dis. lify mattGrs we ca
To simp d (d) and compare (a)
The value we attach card (b) an
7

i

and (c). The figures given above tioned, Reese bases chapter 3 of
resolve to 10 and II respectively, "The Expert Game" on Bayes.
the "odds" quoted by Mr. Poyner. However, in the cases he gives
This gentleman supports the Laver there is complete justification, for
theory of 52t per cent, i.e., Il · we know that good opponents
chances out of 2I.
will be deliberately indiscriminate
(3) The Telfer theory (about with these holdings.
43 per cent). We have noted the
exact cards played by each opponent and so can state that only
four distributions are possible.
However, we do not know whether
the opponents have played their
cards honestly. As mathematicians we have to consider whether
the cards played .by an opponent
really disclose his holding. If it
costs him nothing he may very
well play his cards indiscriminately
and unless· we have evidence that
he will not do so we must assume
that he will.

The effect of Telfer's assumption is shown when we compare
cases (a) and (c). In order to
make the comparison easier, instead of the figures 10 and 11 we
use the index figures of 90 and 99.
(a) If West holds QJ87 and
East 109 East's play to the first
two tricks is forced. West, however, can play two of his four
cards in twelve aifferent ways, of
which two will be 7- 8 or 8-7. In
other words, if he plays indiscriminately he will play the 7-8
or 8-7 fifteen times out of 90.

This assumption is based on
(c) If West holds Q87 and East
Bayes' postulate. In 1763 the
theorem of Thomas Bayes was 1109 neither is completely re. published posthumously. This stricted in his play to the first two
theorem has been universally rounds. Each has six ways of
accepted but the postulate to it playing his first two cards. If
not. The latter provides that in each plays indiscriminately, one
absence of knowledge to the third of the time West will play
contrary we assume that all prior 7-8 or 8- 7 and ·one-third of the
probabilities are equal. In this time East will play 9- 10 or 10-9.
case: in the absence of knowledge So West's play of the 7- 8 in any
as ~0 how the opponents will play . order will coincide with East's
thetr cards, that they will play play of the 9- 10 in any order
them indiscriminately.
.
one-ninth of the time, i.e., in II
cases
out of 99.
It is interesting to note that
although Tommy B. is not menOut of a total of 26 cases 11
8

favour the 3-3 break, which makes
it-a 42.3 per cent chance, as Col.
KILLARNEY CONGRESS
Telfer states.
South of Ireland Nineteenth Annual
This, of course, amounts to Congress at the Lake Hotel, Killarney.
Saturday, 26th May to
saying that the only relevant
Sunday, 3rd June, inclusive
information we have from the fall Major championship events:
Dawn Cup (pairs)
of the cards is that the 5-1 and
Lake Hotel Trophies (women's teams6-0 distributions are eliminated
of four and men's teams-of-four)
Egan Bowl (mixed pairs)
and that we simply have to make
. Loch Lein Trophy (teams-of-four)
a direct comparison between the
All competitions will be held in the
apriori figures for the 4-2 and 3- 3 Lake Hotel, where an inclusive charge
the nine days covering accommodabreaks. These figures are re- for
tion and fees has been arranged from
spectively48.447 and 35.528 which £17 17s. to £19 4s. per person, according
,
the rooms occupied.
resolve into 57.7 per cent and to Golf
competitions confined to Congress members over championship
42.3 per cent.
course. Further details from:
Where do we go from here? I
Mrs. J. C. O'Sullivan,
85 New Street, Killarney.
would suggest that no greater
Hon. Secretary.
claim be made for the mathematicians than they make for
themselves. This claim .is to suits. Once this is ascertained the
calculate the odds in cases where theory of probability no longer
there is more than one possibility. applies, and is not claimed to
Calculating is an exact science, apply, as f~r as the distribution of
but it must be realised that the hand is concerned. You now
certain assumptions are made. have certainty, e.g., Mr. RobertThe mathematician can supply a son "convi'ncingly" pointing out
precise answer given certain facts. that if ten tricks have been pla~ed
If fresh facts appear a new calcula- and none of the suit in questiOn
tion may have to be made.
has appeared the chance of a 3~3
Here we must distinguish be- distribution is I00 per cent. This
tween relevant and irrelevant in- is no reflection· upon the matheformation. If a named player maticians or upon the th.eor~ of
'l'ty • The only clatm IS to
fails to follow suit that is most pro babII
•
.
I
relevant information and it is on g~ve t 1e odds based upon certam.
!his point that the "Oliver theory" stated facts and disclosed .e~tt15 Untenable.
unknown quantities.
mates of anY
·
.
.
obvious relevant fact m
Other relevant information IS
A very . of odds is the play
the distribution of the remaining the calculatiOn
·
9

We enter into the realm of
psychology. What do our opponents think, how do they play?

CROYDON CONGRESS
January 26th- 28th 1962

Hon. Sec. Mrs. H. C. Hobden.
Flat 3, 26 Park Hill Rise, Croydon

We accept Col. Telfer's figure
if we assume that the opponents
will play their cards completely
indiscriminately: we accept Mr.
Laver's figure if we assume that
they will invariably play their two
lowest cards first.

of a card which .lias the prospect
of winning a trick, e.g., if the
observed distribution in spades is:
K J 10 9 8
A .7 6 5
and on the lead of the Ace East
drops the Queen this is a relevant
card whose fall on the first round
must be taken into account when
making -any calculation. This
means that in the absence of error
or rather far-fetched false-carding
by East the spade distribution is
established as 3-1. Probability
theory no longer applies to that
suit, although it still may to other
aspects of the hand-in which
case our calculations may include
as one of our ascertained facts the
. original holding by East of the
singleton Queen of spades.
The 4, 3 and 2 are irrelevant
cards as it does not matter to the
opposition in what order they
play them. We should note here
that cards are only irrelevant if
they appear so to the players ~ho
hold them. Only in this case
are we entitled to assume that
they will be played indiscriminately.
At the table what do we do?

Either figure can ·be right, and
our estimate may well vary not
merely with our opponents but
also with the exact low cards held
by them. With some holdings
there is more chance of misleading
play than with others. In practice
we tend to move away from
Telfer's figure for various reasons.
The opposition may not know that
they can afford to follow suit
indiscriminately. Often they will
follow suit "normally" through
habit or to avoid giving declarer
information. They may do so
because they fear partner may
regard indiscriminate play as constituting a signal. These are all
indications that we should not
assume indiscriminate play, although they do not, of course,
imply that we n1ay assume the
naive play on which Laver's
figure is based.
With this, I think, very capable
exposition we must ·at last drop the
subject, at any rate for a whi/e.Ed.
10

- First CamroSe Trial
by ALAN HIRON

The first stage in this year's
Camrose Trials was convincingly
won by 1. Collings and R. Crown
with a score of +56 I.M.P.s.
(The scoring was based on the
"Butler Method" of I.M.P. scoring for pairs). They have now
gained selection for the first
Camrose match against Wales
and our congratulations are due
to two new caps. . The pairs
filling the next fourteen places go
forward to the second Trial with
a carry-over score.
Other leading scores:2 E. Leader-Williams and
G. Mathieson
-+32
3 P. Tapley and J.
Spurway
+31
4 I. Manning and E.
Newman
+24
::::::5 G. Fell and E. Milnes +19
::::::5 G. Griffiths and P.
Richardson
+ 19
I . stattoned
·
myself throughout
behmd the eventual winners in the
~onfident expectation of watching
~nteresting and lively bridge and
•rom Board One onwards I' was
not disappointed.
The defenders had a difficult
exercise .
. .
In ttmmg when South
PIayed ·
hand:-In Four Hearts on this
11

West dealer
Love all
NORTH

+ A1 52

\/1

0 9 42
• A K 10 7 6
WEST

.

EAST

· · 10 7 4

\/ K4

+Q9 863
\/A 7 6

0 KQ
.19 8543

0

10 8 6 5

+Q

SOUTH

+K

\/ Q 10 9 8. 5 3 2

0

AJ7 3

+2

After North had opened One
Club, South either jumped directly
to Four Hearts or bid it on the
second round. In view of the
diamond position, the only lead
to cause declarer any trouble is a
club, removing North's entry
before K had been unblocked.
If declarer wins the opening club
lead and plays \/1, the defenders
must win and play a diamond: if
South wins this and plays a
second round of trumps they take
it cash ·the diamond, and exit
w'ith a spade, while East still has
a trump with which to kill
Geoffrey Fell produced a

+

+K.

declarer ruffed a fourth club and
exited with +J; he still had to
come to another diamond for his
contract.

smooth piece of dummy play on
the following number:Dealer South
East-West game

NoRTH
+AQ54
\? 8 3
0 54
+K8642
EAST
WEST
• 86
• l( 10 7 3
\? 7 6 5 o
\?A Q J 10 9
0 KQ 10
03
+AQ953
• J 10 7
SOUTH
• J9 2
\? K4 2
OAJ98762
SOUTH

10
No

30

·-

WEST
Dbl.
1\?
No

Another piece of good technique, this time by one of the
winners, went unrewarded here:-:East dealer
Game all

NoRTH
• 10 7
\?A 8 2
· oQJ652
+AKQ
EAST
• 96

°

NORTH EAST
Redbl. No
I+
2\?
No
No

WEST
+A
\? J( Q 10 9 53
\? 7 6 5
0 A874
0 K 10 3
+J86432
10
SOUTH
+KQJ85432
\?J

+

09

+9 7 5

The Jack of clubs was led and
declarer (G. Fell) ruffed and
took an immediate winning spade
finesse. He ruffed another club
and ducked a heart to West, who
was quick to play his truinp to
East's Queen and South's Ace.
Now c'a me the l<ing of hearts,
unnecessary as the cards lay, but
good technique to prevent East
. from getting in to play a second
round of trumps. Another heart
came and was ruffed on the table
and a third club trumped in
hand. Now after crossing to +A
0

SOUTH

WEST

2+
4NT
5.

3\?
No
No

NORTH EAST
2\?
(weak)
No
4\?
No
5\?
No
No

Purists might regard South's
4NT (Blackwooo) as being a
trifle aggressive but John Collings
has never been thought of as a
backward bidder. Anyhow eleven
tricks in spades seemed a cinch
until East followed to the club
lead with the 10 and the danger
12

of a ruff became apparent. DeSouth's 2NT bid is a Baron bid
clarer made a valiant attempt by and forcing.
playing off \()A followed by \(}8.
With an unattractive hand to
When East covered this with the lead from, West made the un<VJ9 Collings discarded his losing fortunate choice of y> 10. Dediamond-an attempted scissors - clarer ran this to his Queen, took
coup. Unfortunately West held another heart finesse, played a
the bare
and East was able diamond to his King and another
to find a use for his second trump. diamond, picking up West's OJ.
Declarer needed to find East with East won with 0 A and played a
club back but the stage was set.
OAK and not
Declarer cashed three top clubs,
With the irony that invariably
then the two remaining diamonds,
distinguishes this type of reverse
leaving this position:
he was the only declarer in the
NORTH
room to be held to ten tricks.

+A

+A.

+K4

y>

Finally, a nicely played guard
squeeze by R. Crown:North dealer
WEST -

Game all

+K4

• Q 10
\() K9

\VAJ763

0-

NORTH

WESr

+ A97

y>-

• J865
\() 4 2

0J6

0

tJ 8 7 3

A 732

~Q5

2Nr

No

·-

To remain in the game, West
discard · If he lets
.
I1as t o find a
go a spade, that exposes hts
par t ner to a finesse-the essence
of a guard squeeze.

. 9 64

+ A9 72

SourH

• J865

y>-

04t2

SOUTH

0

EAST

0-

SouTH

EAST

• Q 10 3

·-

+J

0 Q 10 8 4
.10 5

~ K 10 9 8

A7

0-

K95

.AKQ2
WEST

NORTH

1\()

No
No

3NT

E\'cnt for Mixed Teams

EAST

London's programme contains~ new
. ed pairs fonmng a
'
Cl b
event for two miX
2
at
the
Grand Slam u .
team: F eb · 2

No
No
13

The Run Home
by HAROLD FRANKLIN

Round 9
Britain drew with Iceland 3-3,
78-80
Iceland had the distinction of
being the first team to take any
points from the rampant British
team. On two of the first three
boards the Icel.a ndic team pushed
home thin no trump games. The
British players quickly recovered
with a series of part score swings
and at the interval Iceland led by
40 to 38.
In the second half Rodrigue ·
and Konstam replaced Gardener
and Rose. The British players
continued to have the better of
the small hands, but three slam
, hands restored the edge to their
opponents.
WEST

EAST

+A K 10 7 3
\?-

+ QJ
\?9863

0

0

A Q9865

+A2

· could he be sure that his club
pictures were of value.
This was the Icelandic auction:
WEST

EAST

(Karlsson) (Gudmundsson)

2+

20

2NT

3+
4\?

4+
60

No
Two Clubs was game-forcing
and the rebid of Two No Trumps
asked partner how many dianlonds . he had. Three Spades
showed three diamonds and Four
Clubs was an asking bid to which
the response of Four Hearts
showed second round club control. Since South held 0 KJx 12
tricks presented no problem.
After Rodrigue and Konstam
had had no luck in a reasonable
Six Clubs, this was the final slam:

10 7 3

+KQ75

Rodrigue opened the West hand
with a bid of Two Diamonds, and
when his partner responded Two
No Trumps he jumped to Four
Spades.
Konstam passed thoug~ his spade and diamond
holdings were good, he could
scarcely expect partner to have
every first round control, nor

WEST

EAST

+AK3 .
\? 6 4 3

+ \? K 10 7 2

OAKQJ5

0-

+ 92

+A K Q J 10
7654
WEST

EAST

(Rodrigue) (Konstam)

10
30
3+
6NT
14

3+
3\?
4+
No

A leap to Six Clubs over Three
Spades would have been clearer.
However, North failed to find the
heart lead frmn QJ85 and all was
well. The Icelandic pair played
in the safer contract of Six Clubs
and lost points. Both sides scored
40 points in the second half and
Iceland retained their non-effective advantage of two points.
Round 10
Britain beat Holland 6-0,

86-50
For the first time in the Championships the British team found
themselves behind at half-time,
though only by the slender margin
of four points. It would have
been 24 but for the final error in
an auction which produced several
strange bids:East dealer
North-South game
NORTH

+Q
\?197542
0 J3
• 10 8 6 3
WEST

EAST

• AK86543 · · 1o 7 2
\IAKQ106
~0 Q 10 7
0 8 52
tJ 9 2
+ K5
SOUTH

When Truscott opened One
Heart, South bid Two Diamonds
and West, Priday, Two Spades.
Truscott raised to Three Spades
and Priday went on to game. The
defence began with two diamonds
and a diamond ruff and continued with two club tricks and a
fouith diamond. The declarer
now decided that North had
beg~n with QJ alone of spades,
ruffed with the Ace,'·and had to
concede a .further trump trick t.o
go three down. This was the
auction in the other room:
SOUTH

(Konstam)

WEST

NORTH

EAST

(Boen- (Rod- (Oudder) rigue) slwom)

1\7
2+ (a)
4+(b) S+ (c) No
No
S+ (d) No
No
Dble.
No
No
No
(a) Permitting retreat to Two
Diamonds if doubled, but an
unorthodox call nevertheless.

(b) Priday's bid of Two Sp~des
was perhaps more judici~us s~nce
the void in partner's smt m.Ight
have counselled a more cautious
approach .

(~)Very bold at the score. With
his length in hearts North's hand
is not valueless in defence.
(d) An extraordinary misjudg.
· d'cated the often
ment whtch vm I
. " f
success f ul "bouncing tactics o

• J9
\?8 3
0AK964

this British pair.

+AQ54 ·
15

Round 11
Britain beat Belgium 6-0,
108-44
The first half of the match, on
Bridgerama, was the occasion of
a live . transmission on sound
radio, circumstances which appeared to combine to bring the
best out of both teams. Certainly
the display in the "fishbowl" was
of a high standard and the
Belgians deserved their interval .
lead of five points. They suffered
a reaction in the second half when
their total credits were one small
part score swing and three gains
of one trick while they contributed
largely to the 78 points that the
British team amassed.
Truscott, however, can clain1
all the credit for the swing on this
hand:West dealer
North-South game
NORTH

• Q54
ry 5· 2
0 873
. K8763
WEST

.5

Round 12
Great Britain beat Egypt 6- 0,
123- 81
.

EAST

• l( J 10 9 8 6 3 2
'V Q 7 ~
0 Q6

West opened a weak Two
Spades and South, Truscott
'
doubled. West went on to Three
Spades, and no'-Y Truscott bid
Four Hearts.
West led the single club, headed
by the 9 and Ace. Truscott made
the good play of the King of
hearts; East won and returned a
high club, ruffed by West's r:::}Q.
Truscott won ·the spade return
with the Ace, drew three further
rounds of trumps, and then made
another excellent shot- the Jack
of diamonds. West made the best
play of ducking, but only after
considerable thought. When East
won and (having left himself with
a minor tenace in clubs) returned
a diamond, Truscott won with
the Ace and squeezed East in the
min0rs with the last trump.
After this round Great Britain
had advanced the lead to 13
points - more than two clear
matches.

+7

In the early boards Konstam
and Rodrigue bid a slam which
depended on a little more than a
trump finesse and Rose and
Gardener bid another with two
Aces missing. Both failed but
Egypt returned most of the points
when they failed to find the
winning play in a grand slam.

r:::}A863
0 K942
• J 10 9 4

SOUTH

+A

r:::} K J 10 9 4
0 A J 10 5

+ AQ2
16

· South dealer
Gaine all

strengthen their position at the
head of the table.
-

NoRTH

.42
cy J 2
0 Q9 8
K 10 9 8 6 3

-- Round 13

Denmark beat Gt. Britain 5-I

.+
W6T

E 'A sT

• AQ J 10 6
\}A864
0104 2

• K5 3
\,/KQ
OAK653
+QJ 2

+A

101- 87

'

Gt. Britain's first losing match
was due to their own off-colour
performance rather tha~ to any
inspiration from their opponents.
The young Danish team, the ~ur
prise success ·of the Championship, clearly found the occasion
a nervous one. They found early
comfort in ·this board:

SOUTH

• 987
'\} 10 9 7 53
0 J7
+7 54
North led +10 against Rodrigue's contract of Six Spades.
The declarer can make sure of
·twelve ·tri~ks by drawing trumps
and discarding one heart on t'he
Queen of clubs and one diamond
on the Jack of clubs, and clearly
~hat is the safe line. Rodrigue
Instead risked two rounds of
hearts, ruffed a heart, and
squeezed North in the minors for
an overtrick.
At the other table the contract
was Seven Spades.' After a diamond lead the declarer took the
ruffing finesse in clubs for the
thirteenth trick and went one '
down.
·
After these ·heavy exchanges
Gre~t Britain led by 8 points at
he Interval, but they quickly took
command in the second half, to

t

17

East dealer
Love all
NORTH

. .K Q4
'\}) 7 4
0 92

.Q 9653
WEST

EAST

• J65
<y K 9 5
OAQI0765

• A82
'\} 10 _8
OJ
. AKJI07

+8

'

42

SouTH

• 10 9 7 3
'\} A Q 6 3 2
0 K 843
• When East opened One Club,
Truscott doubled. West bid Two
Diamonds and Priday added his
measure of enterprise with a bid
of Two Hearts. Not to be outdone, East bid Three No Trumps

Truscott passed the West hand
and North opened One Spade.
East, Priday, bid Two Clubs, and
after South had passed Truscott
bid Two Spades. Truscott had to
leave the table while his partner
explained that he understood the
Two Spade bid to be natural, and
returned in time to hear his
partner pass. And that was three
down, while at the .o ther table,
after West had opened One Club
his partner went on to FivJ
Clubs, just made.
Denmark
added two small swings to this
large one of fifteen points ~d
were seven ahead on board 38,
when both sides failed to ·reach a
aifficult slam. On the next board
Truscott and Priday, having their
first poor match, were four down
in a vulnerable Two No Trumps,
so boosting Denmark to their
final margin. '

and South supported to Four
Hearts. West doubled and the
declarer came to no more than
seven tricks.
At the other table North-South
were silent and West, Rose,
Three No
became the declarer
Trumps. North opened the King
of spades and continued with the
Queen. Dummy won with t~e
Ace and led the Jack of diamonds.
Without the benefit of a bid by
South the declarer could not feel
sure of a second entry to his hand
with the King of hearts, and . o he
made the natural pl.ay of covering
the diamond with his own Queen.
The less likely play ·of allowing
the Jack to win, crossing to hand
with the spade to establish the
diamond suit and finally re-entering his hand with the heart would
have landed the contract. As
things went, it failed by two
tricks. On the last board of the
half Truscott and Priday gathered
in 11 points with a fortunate slam
-and that left Gt. Britain 16
points in arrears.

at

In the fourteenth round, while
Gt. Britain enjoyed a breathing
space with a bye, Switzerland took
maximum points from Denmark
and restored Gt. Britain to a lead
of two clear matches over France.

With seven boards to go the
deficit had been turned into an
advantage · of fourteen pointsand then came disaster:
WEST

EAST

• 10 9 52
\?82
OAQ95
+AQ8

• \?AKQ104
OJ7
.
+1106542

Round 15
Gt. Britain beat Switzerland 6-0,
129-68
The British team showed they
were fully recovered by producing
their best form of the Championship. Truscott-Priday and Rose18

Gardener were in great form and
in good luck, an invincible combination. After seven boards the
score was 58-0, and after eig~teen
. boards, 81-2, and this with the
Swiss at no time appearing ridiculous. An ill-chosen lead by
Bernasconi gave Priday the opportunity to shine:

NORTH

+ KJ7 4
<V-

0-

.5

South dealer
North-South vulnerable

+9732

WEST

EAST

r;:Jo ·.9 54 3
+ AJ6

<V-

+ AQ9

0 A8
+ Q84

SOUTH

NORTH

Immaterial
KJ 7 4
A diamond was led and North
r;:}762
discarded a spade. The Ace of
OQ
spades was followed by a spade,
10 9 7 3 2
ruffed low, arid another diamond,
WEST
EAST
and the defence was helpless.
+AQ 9
Even had North ruffed the
y> Q J 4
r;:}AK5
second diamond and returned a
OK9543
O .A8 2
trump the declarer would still
• A 16 5+KQ 84
have made with the help of the
SOUTH
spade finesse, the only line open
• 10 8 6 3 2
to him. No doubt a spade would
r;:; 10 9 8 3
have been a better opening lead
0 J 10 7 6
by North.
With an interval score of 82-:-20
East opened Two No Trumps, there was an absence of ten~t.on
West bid Three Clubs (conven- in the second half and the Bnttsh
tional), and East's response of team coasted to a comfortable
Three No Trumps showed · that victory.
his only long suit was clubs.
With two rounds to play
West (Priday) not unreasonably
jumped to Six Clubs . and North Britain needed one Victor~ Pot?t
1 to make the ChampiOnship
led the 10 of clubs.
on Y
·
I the
Dummy won with the King, mathematically certam. n .
continued with a diamond to the sixteenth round match agamst
.S ain the scores were level at halfKing and three rounds of hearts,
p
. the second half
ending in hand, and leaving this tl·me ' but. m ?0 1 M p to conBritain gamed - · · ·
Position:

+

.5

+

+-

?t.
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firm a success which had been that. The French started badly,
both clearly indicated and merited got into their stride after six
from the early stages of the rounds, and took 64 of their last
possible 66 points. The British
tournament.
In the final round Norway team did even better by scoring·
became the only team· to take maximum points for their first
maximum points from Gt. Britain . eight rounds. After ten rounds
when they defeated them by 94-53. they had 57 out of a 'possible 60
It might ·be a natural reaction to and a lead of more than two clear
view this performance in th~ light matches, and from that point their
of the fact that th'e_Championship position was never seriously chalwas already decided. Let it there- lenged. Although the French
fore be stated that the British ended within five points of them,
players conceded that on the day the struggle was never close. .
the Norwegian team would have
The most encou'raging feature
won, whatever the circumstances.
of the British success is that it
was a team effort. L. Tarlo was
Conclusion
virtually able to permute his pairs
The British team must be conwithout
distinction and still progratulated on a thoroughly competent performance. They had duce a winning combination. Any
moments of brilliance, notably distinctions I may n1ake are subagainst the Swiss, when they ject to the general observation
seemed unbeatable. At no time that all three pairs played like
during the twelve days did they members of a champion team.
appear as other than the probable
winners. They took in their
stride any strain that this situation
might have imposed, together
with the burden of being almost
permanent tenants of the 'fishbowl'.
In my review of the Championship prospects I made it clear ·
that, in the absence of the famous
Blue team, the winners would be
the team who would finish ahead
of the French, and that the British
were the team most likely to do
20

· For many observers the surprise
of the Championship was the form
of Truscott-Priday. , Readers of
the B.B.W. will remember that I
referred to them as quite the
outstanding p'a ir in the B.B.L.
trials. . They maintained and enhanced that reputation at Torquay .and impressed me as the
most reliable pair on show. Their
steadiness was always supported
by a reasonable measure of enterprise and few will have found them
easy opponents. Rose and Gard-

/
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The Acol System Today

II

jl'

by Terence Reese and AJbert Dormer

II

"At long last there is a genuine classic on the Acol System; ... A
really outstanding book." Sunday Teleg_raplt

II
i
,,1,1:

"Whether you want it or not, sooner or later this brilliant exposition
of Britain's winning system will influence your game ... that is, if
YO':J want to remain on the winning side." Com1petitors' Joumal
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ener produced the form that was
expected of them-competent and
experienced; in · the middle part
of the tournament they showed
slight signs -of weariness, but by
the end of the week they were
playing as· well as ever. Konstam
and Rodrigue were the liveliest.
in method throughout. It is
easier therefore to point to many
of their results which were or
might ·have been, costly. B~t in
fact they induced many more
~rrors than they ·perpetrated and
In . the final summary brought

edly the most heartening aspect
of the performance was the card
play. - As I saw it, there were_no
more accurate card players at Torquay than Rodrigue, Rose and
Truscott, and the rest of the British
team were not far behind. A
captain's task is always the easier
when a team is doing well. None
the less one had the feeling that
L. Tiulo and his team were so
much ." together" that it would
have taken more than a few bad
matches to weaken their spiritand that augurs well for New

their full contribution to

Y:..::.o:..;.rk::·-------::-:-::--:::--;
The conclusion of Alan Hiron's
report on the Ladies Championship is held over to next month.

co~mon pool.

the

Slam bidding, as so often before, was indiffer~nt. Undoubt21

-

Below we reproduce the November. problems
Problem No. 1 (10 points) ·

Problem No. 5 (10 points)

Match-point pairs~ game all, the
bidding has gone:-

I.M.P. scoring, love all, the bidding
has gone:-

SOUTH

WEST

I+

NORTH

EAST -

SoUTH

1\/

No
No

1\/
No
No
?
South holds:-+A7 \/AK1096 OQJ +AJ74.
What should South bid?

2+ .
No
South holds:- ·
+QJ74 \/A54 OA84 +Q94.
What should South bid?

WEST

EAST

\

,

Problem No. 2 (10 points)

Problem No. 6 (20 points)

I.M.P. scoring, North-South vulnerable, the bidding has gone:-

Match-point pairs, game all, the
bidding has gone:-

SoUTH

WEST

NORTH

I+

EAST

No

2+

30

SOUTH .

South holds:+AJ753 \/AKJ 0632 +A7.
What should South bid?
No. 3 (10 points)

I.M.P. scoring, love all, the bidding
has gone:SoUTH

WEST

NORTil

EAST

1\/

No

I.M.P. scoring, game all, the bidding
has gone:SouTH

NORTH

EAST

No
No

?
South holds:+10964. \/62 OAQ73 +AQ2.
What should South bid?

Rubber bridge, North-South vulnerable, the bidding has gone:NoRm

WEST

No

Problem No. 4 (20 points)

WEST

EAST

Problem No .. 7 (10 points)

No
20
No
40
?
South holds:+K1087 \/A6 0KQ976 +102.
What should South bid?

SoUTH

NORTH

10
DbJ.
1\/
2+
?
South holds:+ KJl 07 \/ A6 0 Al0643 +A4.
(a) What should South bid?
(b) What should South bid if East ha'd
bid Three Clubs instead of Two Clubs?

?

Probl~m

WEST

Problem No. 8 (10 points)
Rubber bridge, North-South vulnerable, the bidding has gone:-

EAsT

1+
1\/
No
2\/
?
South holds:+AK3 \/- OAJS +KQJ8732.
(a) What should South bid now?
(b) What should South bid if East had
bid Three Hearts instead of Two Hearts?

SOUTH

WEST

NORTH

EAST

No

5+

1+

Dbl.
4+
No
No
South holds:+AQ953 \/K975
What should South

22

No

OKJ108
lead ?

+-·

I

Report on Bridge Pool A
This was the problem:

Thus the picture of East's hand
builds up as follows:·
1. Single.ton or void spade.
2. Six hearts, not headed by
KQ, but good enough to be repeated in face of the strong
bidding in spades ..
3. Ace of diamonds.
4. Fbur clubs headed by the
King, or possibly five headed by
QJ.
.

Rubber bridge
Love all
WEST

EAST

3.

4.

2+

40
4NT
5NT
No

3\?

4\?'
50
6\?

West's hand:
+A K Q 10 6 3

The actual hand was:
+7 y>KJ10863 OAlO +KJ92.
No competitor struck this exact
disposition of suits and high
cards, so the·prize will be divided,
£1210s. each to:

<y A 7 4

·0

KQ 8 3

What was East's hand?
Conventions were not stated
but t he Internal
·
evidence was'
strongly against the use of BlackWood. Apart from the · fact that
~ B.lackwood 4NT would be a
· 001Ish call for West his · 5NT
was a grand slam tr; which he
could hardly make not knowing
Whether his partner held 0 A or
tA, with the odds on

+A.

R. Graham, North Shields:
+5 y>KJ10863 OA7 + KJ 109 ·
1: D. T. Macrae, St. Annes-onSea: .
+ 8 \?KQ10985 OA4 + KJ97.
A. W. A. Kay, Great Misscndcn:
+ 8 <;:?KJ9532 OA5 + KQ95.
Mrs. N. H. Coates, Huddersfield:

So the presumption is that they • 5 <;:?KJ9862 OA2 + Kl097.
Were playing the Culbertson 4-5,
J. Greenhalgh (Chichester) and
:~at East's Five Diamonds showed 1 A. Magnusson (Sweden) were very
~ce of diamonds, and that close, but the hearts were. ?ot
est s 5NT was a grand slam strong enough to bear repetition
try
w'th h
·' uit Better
h ' 1 t e emphasis on the top in face of partnet s s ·
onours in hearts.
luck next time!

we
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BRIDGE POOLS
'

'

Below is a sequence of bidding, based on an actual occurrence,
together with the cards held by West. Compe~itors are invited to
construct in as exact detail as possible the hand held by the partner,
East.
Each try costs 6d. and a remittance must accompany the entry. For
this month's competition there is a guaranteed first prize of

. £50
The exact composition of East's hand is known only to the Chairman
of the Editorial Board, whose decision on all matters relating to the
competition is final.
Method of Adjudicatio11
, Entries will be judged by application of the following tests in strict order:1. Correctness of hand pattern.
2. Correct disPosition of honour. cards (hig~ honours first).
3. Where the above are exact, the total number of correct plain cards.
4. Where those are equal, the total number of "pips out" (e.g. a 4 instead of a 7 is
three pips out).
5. In the event of an exact tie, the prize money 'will be divided.
Rules of Entry
· 1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

If writing 011 p/ai11 paper instead of, or in addition to, the form opposite, number
your lines and add the key letter that appears in the top corners of the "form.
Enclose a remittance at the rate of 6d. a line for each line submitted.
Name and address must be attached and plainly written.
Post your entry to Bridge Pools, B.B.W., 35 Dover Street, London, W.l_, to
arrive not later than first post on the closing date named in the panel below.
No extensions can be granted.
·
Failure to comply with any of these rules may entaii disqualification.

Bridge Pool B
Rubber bridge
Game all
East deals

Closing date, Monday, January 1st
WEST EAST
I+
2+
3\?

No
24

West's -hand
+ 94
\?A K 8 6 3
0 A 8 7 52

+4

What
was
East's
hand?

,_, a·j

L··

-

SPADES
I

1

HEARTS

DIAMONDS

~

1

.

-

'2

-6d.

3

1/1/6

.
.

-

B.

CLUBS

--2/---

4
5

-6

2/6

7

3/6

3/

--9,·--~~---~~~~-----1-------1-~-----~~4~/
--~~---------~-~~---1-~------1-~------1~
~
10 I .
8

416

r

~~~--~--------~~ --~~--~-~-~·--~-----1-----~---! ~
-12-~
~
6/
-------~~~-----1~-------1--------'~~

-1-

13

-,·---------1--------1-~-----1--------'~6~/
6
14 I
71

--,~----~---1---------1--------'--------1_~
7/6

15 I

--,
'-------------l ·--~------·1-----------1----------1 - - 16 1
8/-

--!-

17

-....;.__---1------1-----1-----1_:__
8/6

---~----------l-------~~-1-----------1-----------1 - - 9/-------l----------1---------~---------1-9/6

18
-1-'----19

I~

-------1------~-1------~-1---------1-10/-

-The letter
fiaur.s
in thei 0 ~he top corriers is t?e key lc!lcr for this month's competition.
SUbmitted

!he
ngbt-hand column mdicate the total cost for the number of lines
' Add your NAME AND ADDRESS in block capitals.
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Directory of E.B.U. Affiliated
Clubs
BERKSHIRE
READING BRIDGE CLUB. 35 Jesse Terrace,
Reading. Tel. Reading 52136. Hon. Sec.
C. T. Holloway. Stakes 3d. Partnership,
first Saturday Evening each month, 1st and 3rd
Tuesday afternoon each month, and every
Thursday evening. Duplicate every Monday
evening.
HANTS
BoURNEMOUTH, GRovE RoAD BRIDGE CLUBEast Cliff Cottage, 57 Grove Road. ·Bournemouth 24311. Hon. Sec., Mrs. Moss. Stakes
3d. Partnership, Thurs. and Sat. aft., Sun.
evening. Duplicate, 1st Wed., 3rd Fri.
SoumAMPTON, · StnHERLAND BRIDGE CLUB,
2 Rockstone Place. Tel.: 25291 or 73656. Hon.
Sec., Mrs. Cahalan. Stakes · 2d. Partnershlp:
Tues. eve. and Wed. aft. Cut-in: Mon. and Fri.
aft., Thurs. and Sat. eve. Duplicate: 3rd Mon.
eve. (Sept. to May).
WESSEX CLUB-Lindsay Manor, Lindsay
Road, Bournemouth.
Westbourne 640341.
Hon. Sec., The Secretary. Stakes 6d. and 2d.
Partnership; 6d. Mon. aft. and Wed. evening
2d. .Partnership Tues. aft. and Friday aft.
Duphcate 1st, 2nd and 4th Friday evening in each
month.
HERTS
HODDESDON BRIDGE CLUB-High Street
Hoddesdon.
Hoddesdon 3813. Hon. Sec.:
W. ·Lamport. Stakes 3d: Partnershlp, ·alternate
Wed. afternoons. Duplicate, Tues. evening.
ISLE OF WIGHT
· SHANJa.IN, CRAJGMORE BRIDGE CLUB-Howard
Road Shankli 0 1
•
•
• • Shanklin 2940.
Hon.
Sec., J. S .• Danby: Stakes 2d. Partnership
Mon. Duplicate Fn. (Oct. to May).
•
KENT
WEST KENT CLUB-12 Boyne Park Tunbridge
Wells, Kent. Tunbridge Wells 21S13. Hon.
Sec., R. H. Corbett. Stakes 3d. and 6d. PartnersDbip,liMon. and Wed. 6d., Wed. and Fri 3d
•
•
up cate, Is~ and 3rd Sat. (2.15). .
c 18g'cW-S1dcup Bri.dge Club, ' Sidcup Golf
wur) .urst Road, S1dcup. Hon. Sec., Mrs
FOO ai86l4 CSarlkton Road, Sidcup. Telephone~
Wed F . ·D t ~ es 3d. Partnerships Mon.
., n. up 1 1cate Mon., Wed.
'
LANCS.
.
DtTk~:tooreeL-tLLiverpool Bridge Club, 22 Upper
Hen. Sec
• 1verpool. Tel.: Royal 8180 .
Tue F :• ~· H. T. Halewood. Partnerships
and .Fri.r~.ve~C:~on. Duplicate Mon., Tues.,

w

LONDON
GRAND SLAM BRIDGE CI.
C
W.2. Tel.: Pad 68 42
UB, 21 raven Hill,
• Stakes 1/- and 2/-.

_

Partnership Evenings Mondays & Thursdays
Visitors welcome. Bounty Pairs (£25) Weeki'
·· Tuesdays. Bounty Individual (£20) 2nd Sunda~
afternoons. TUITION.
MAYFAIR BRIDGE Srumo-110 Mount Street
W.l ; (2~d floor). GRO 2844. Hon. Sec., Mrs:
H. Pontmg. Stakes 1/- and 6d. Partnership Sun
Wed. evenings 6d., Mon. afternoon 6d Fri'
evening 1/-. Duplicate pairs 1st and 3rd Thurs:
day evenings 7.30, 2nd Sun. afternoon teams '
2nd and 4th Sat. evenings.
•
'
STUDIO BRIDGE CLUB, l8a Queens Way
Bayswater, W.2. Tel. : Bay 5749. Hon. Sec.:
Mrs. H. Pearce. Stakes 2/-, 1/- and 6d. Partnership Mon. and Fri. evenings.
MIDDLESEX
HIGHGATE BRIDGE CLun-80 Highgate West
Hill, N .6. MOU 3423. Hon. Sec., Mrs. Osborn.
Stakes 2d. Partnership Wed. afternoon, Friday
and Saturday even;ngs.
SURREY
HEATH BRIDGB CLun.- The Heath, Weybridge. Weybridge3620. Hon. sec~ C. G. Ainger.
Always open. Visitors welcome. Stakes 3d. Sat.
eve. 3d. and 1/-. Partnership Tues. aft. and eve.,
Fri. aft. Duplicate Mon. and Thurs. eve. Tuition
by Alan Truscott available.
SUSSEX ·
BOG NOR CLUD-2 Sudley Road, Bogner
Regis. Bogner Regis 200. Hon. Sec., G. A.
Harries. Bridge every afternoon except Sun.
Partnershlp Wed. Duplicate 1st Tues. in the
month. Bridge·Fri. eve.
HORSHAM BRIDGE CLUD-22A East Street,
Horsham, Sussex. Horsham 4921 or 2078.
Hon. Sec., Mrs. M. E. Binney, 7A Bishopric,
Horsham. Stakes 3d. Partnership, Sun., Thurs.
eve., Wed. Fri. aft. Duplicate Tues. eve.
c · M Th
s ft
ui;~ i{~'t'oE~~L. BRIDGE CLUB11/12 H
d S
E b
E tboume
4544. s~a~iss q.J.aFidle~.st s~~~· 2d~and 3d.
Partnership, Tues. and Fri. aft., Wed. and Sat.
evening. Duplicate Sunday.
WARWICKSIURE
.I
HEATHERCROFT BRIDGE CLus-2 Pebble Mil
Road, Birmingham 5. SELly Oak 0448. Stakes
3d. to 1/-. Cut-in or Partnership every aft'/n~
eve. Duplicate Sun. eve., Mon. aft., an
desired by Members. Visitors welcome.
YORKS
r
. LEEDs BRIDGE CLUB Lro.-Moortown Corne
House, Leeds 17. Leeds 681571. H~nT::rs..
Mrs. A. Mann. Duplicate, Tues. 8? 'd • bi
Visitors Welcome. Open each day unul m1 nll:
except Frday

:auld you like particuiars of your club (address, telephone,
li~t~d ~ec.,histak~s, partnership days, duplicate days) to be
Adn t .s Duectory every month? If so please write to
~~s vbelrtlsement Manager (see add~ess on' page 3) for very
_ ona e terms.
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The BRITISH BRIDGE WORLD hns - we ho1 provided you with
both pleasure and instruction during it si. ·th ycnr of publication.
Next year, will you share this pleasure witb n fri nd~
For a friend overseas- for the partner who let y u down- for the
player who wants to improve and the player wh think he can't
improve-a year's subscription is the perfect gift.
The .cost is only 35/- (if the recipient is nn E. B.U. member, 2-/~).
On receipt of yo~r order, the publishers will nt once send a card
announcing your gift.

·-----------------------------To the publishers of the British Bridge World, Moore Batley Ltd.,
35 Dover Street, London, W.l :-

I_wish to make a gift of a year's subscription to eneh of the persons
named below. I enclose 35/- in respect of each nnme, nnd note that
you will send a card announcing the gift on my behnl f.
Name·············-···· ....................................................................................................................................... ..
Address ......................................................................................................................................................
. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l ••••••• , •• , , . , , , , , , •••••••••••• , . , , ••••• , •• , ••••••••••••••••• ,

Name ...........................................................................................................................................................
Address -..........- .......................................................................................................................................

·--=····---··-..........................-..........._............................................, .......................................
Donor's Name____ ........---·-------·---......................... ·~····· ..................................... ..
Address

-----------------

'~"""''""'"u,.~•••l"'''"''u••••••'''''''''"'ot''''''''''''''''u

~~·-----·~--·--·~······'

-------------------.

h year

............................ ,.... ,...,.....
10

the

Christmas comes T1relre T1mes eac
~ , Gift 1
friend who has the British Bridge J¥orld as ou
1J

YoU 'Say.

• •

Readers are invited to send letters on · all subjects
to the Editor, B.B.W., 35 Dover Street, London, W.l.
The Great Divide

(Readers who have not followed
this controversy are referred to the
article on page 7.)

in a random division of 26 cards
between two groups of 13. To
estimate the position after the
first trick has been played, both
defenders having followed suit
'
we must consider the probable
distribution of.four specified cards
in a random division of 24 cards
into two groups of 12; and
similarly, after the second trick, of
two specified cards in 22.

It is unfortunate that both of
your authoritative contributors
should have accepted the Telfer
theory without subjecting it to a
critical analysis. Had they done
so, they must have discovered the
f~llacy in his reasoning, and come
to the conclusion that Laver is
This is the method used by
correct.
Laver and in spite of the support
· Suppose that the defenders play which Telfer's theory has received
the ·2 and 3 on the first trick. from your correspondents, Laver
Then, as Telfer rightly argues, we is correct in his contention that
have to eliminate all the original after both opponents have folprobabilities with a 6-0 distribu- lowed to two rounds the expecttion. But we must also eliminate ancy of a 3- 3 break is 52.4 per
all those original probabilities cent.
. F. V. CARTER,
which placed the 2 and 3 in the
Wokirig, Surrey.
same hand, and as the chances .
of two specific cards being in the
Col. Telfier's renl;' to J'Ollr second
same hand are greater in 4--2
r
tt
paragraph is that when the 2 and 3
pa erns than 3-3 patterns, it
d
follows that this elimination in- have been played on the first lea ,
creases the·probability of an even 1/30th of the possible ways in w/ziclz
break.
'
a 4-2 division might be playe~l
·
Th
. .
have been eliminated, and equallY
. he ongmal percentage of 36, 1/30tlz of the possible ways in
wh Ic everyone
· b ase d wlziclz 3- 3 might be played. 11
,.,..,llls
.
. accept s, IS
on a constderatiOn of the pr 0 b bl
a e the ratio has not altered.
distribuf
f .
.
ton
SIX spect~ed cards ···
Your third paragraph would be

°

.
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right only if there were a redeal of ~K and ~A, everybody following.
the remaining cards after each Quite useful to know now whether
early trick: an assumptioiz we t~ze diamond finesse or the 3-3
illstinctively (and rightly) reject bi·eak in · hearts is the better
eJ'ery time we form estimates proposition.
based on previously observed divi* * *

I wonder if your readers might
be interested in what my friends
I have followed with interest have entitled the "Jack Nunes·
the letters on "The Great Divide". Convention."
From a player's point of view
In the Culbertson grand slam
it has now become completely force 5NT, as you know, asks
partner to bid Seven when he has
a~ademic.
'
Once you play off the AK, the two of the three top honours.
That doesn't help a player who
distribution of the remaining cards
has
AKxxx or AQxxx and wants
doesn't really matter. You have,
in fact, already backed the second to place the missing· high honour.
My suggestion is that over 5NT
favourite and can only hope he
Six of the agreed suit should show
has enough .finishing speed.
The knowledge of the original one of the top honours, Six of a
odds is invaluable, but the varia- lower ranking suit none. When
tion of the odds half through is the agreed suit is a major there
u~likely to influence a player, as he is room to distinguish further
Will seldom have time to vary his · with Six Clubs (no honour and
not more than four trumps), and
original plan.
F. B. RAMSEY, Six Diamonds (no honour but
· Lennoxvale, Barnham, Sussex. five trumps).

*

*

*

JACK NUNES.

London, N. W.ll

seldom, b)' an)' means.
n·lisNotis soa common
.
enough sort of

Certainly an improvement; see
also the Baron grand slam try,
described in the new Acol book.

hand:-

Wesr
.AKxxxx

.c:; K X
O.A QJ
tAx

EAST

.Jxx
~A

0

10

DUPLICATE BRIDGE BOARDS

X X X

METAL ED~ED

XXX

. d by the late F. Lawes}

(As supp I1e
Now Manufactured by

+xxx

.Play~11g in Six Spades, U'est

ARBEL PRODUCTS
.
s·rmingham, I 3, Vittorla Street, 1

IVms the club lead,

draws the
trumps in two rounds, and plays
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The Acol -SYstem Today
by TERENCE REESE and ALBERT DORMER
(Edward Arnold Ltd., 18s.}
·. Reviewed by Pedro Juan
Messrs. ·Reese and Dormer have just managed to get '"The Acol
. Syste~ Today" into print before the Russians sit down for the first
rubber on the moon. It is a .very comprehensive work divided into
three parts, and the "quizzes" on bidding are up to the first class
standard of previous works by the authors.
As one would expect, Part 1, The Uncontested Auction, contains
much that has been written before but is nevertheless very well presented. In the chapter on Acol Two bids I was rather shaken to ·find
that after a negative response only a reverse by the opener was unconditionally forcing for one round. Surely one of the advantages of the
Two bids, not mentioned in the book, is to cope with certain extrapowerful two-suiters which present difficulties if the auction is started
with Two Clubs. Does one want to "bounce" the bidding even when
·
opening with an advertised strong hand?
I noted with interest that in lifting partner to game (i.e. 2+ -4+ )
the responder promises second round control in two of the side suits. ·
The chapter on Two bids. and on slam bidding will prove very
helpful to the Acol player.
Part II, The Contested Auction, is in my opinion an outstanding
piece of work on a par with the best we have had from Terence Reese
in the past. A tremendous opportunity is given to the keen student
of the game to improve his chances of success in competitive bidding- a
field of battle where m,ost matches are won or lost.
Strictly speaking, this is not all "text book" matter. The authors
step out boldly and tackle a number of controversial subjects. For
instance, in the protective situation, fourth in hand after two passes,
many of us would be reluctant to accept as wide a range as from 8 to 14
points ~or a simple overcall. But no matter what divergence of opinion .
there may be on a number of .similar points, one is struck by the
c~arity and forcefulness displayed .in guiding the readers towards the
nght answers in critical situations.
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On top of that, there are here and there little gems of advice bearing
.the mark of the most astute. and learned mind in present-day bridge.
Mr. Dormer's own brand of humour reminds one of his better moments
in the "100-Up" of yesteryear.
Part III, "Acol in the Space Age", i~ about special conventions.
Here, Mr. Reese rather tends to give the impression of an unwilling
bridegroom being led to the altar. ·
·"Most of them confer, in~ our opinion, a small_but demonstrable
advantage in their own narrow field", is the somewhat grudging
introduction to eleven "optional extras". I wo~dered what the authors
would say of the "fourth suit forcing'' method, which Mr. Reese once
described as a "pitiful crutch'.'. It turns out that the chapter on the
fourth suit is the clearest and best account I have seen, but at the end
comes a characteristic thr,ust: "As a philosophy, fourth suit forcing
belongs more naturally to the modern scientific systems, where clarification of partner's bidding is indeed a frequent and neces~ary task."

Modern Bidding
by VICTOR MOLLO

(Faber & Faber, 9s. 6d.)
reviewed by ALAN TRUSCOTI
This is a tidy, well-produced book. It . summa~ises quite effectively
th
.
.
.m btd
. d'mg, an d wo uld make a useful
· e normal everyday sttuattons
Christmas present for a player with little knowledge of theory. dBudt
most British Bridge World readers, who are famt·1·tar WI'th the stan ar
texts, will find little ~ew in it.
t le which I had
Indeed, at one pomt the author recommends a s Y
thought ·was obsolete:
(I)
(2)
+ 98652
. 65432
...
~AK
\?A4
OA42
OAKQJ
32
• K53
•
,
e rinciple that any
In the late forties the Baron system laid down t11 P
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5-card suit could be rebid. Players who followed this dictum for a
few years abandoned it when -they fourd that a weak 5- card suit
opposite a singleton did not constitute a good trump holding.
Mollo, however, recommends a rebid of. Two Spades on the above
hands-on hand (I) after any response at the two level, and on hand
(2) after a response of Two Hearts. Such a suggestion fills this reviewer
with horror, as he takes a position on the opposite wing: a bad 5-card
suit should never be rebid, and a reasonable 5-card suit rarely, so that
a suit rebtd normally shows six cards. This adn1ittedly sets problems
. on the hand above. The l~ast evil seems to be to raise responder's
suit-except ,of course, after a response of Two Clubs on (2), when
Two Diamonds is available.
But this apart, the bidding theory offered is all sensible stuff, and
the author deserves credit for devoting one-third of the book to the
competitive situations in which many average players go astray.

One Hundred Up
Conducted by ALAN TRUSCOTT

December Competition
A panel of experts will answer the questions and the marking of the
competiton will be determined by, though not necessarily in strict
proportion to, the votes of the panel.
The following prizes are offered for the best sets of answers:-

FIRST PRIZE
Two Guineas.

SECOND AND TIDRD PRIZES
One Guinea.

Please read these rules carefully. No competitor n1ay send in more
than one entry. Only annual subscribers to the B.B.W. are eligible
for prizes.
Answers should be sent to One Hundred Up British Bridge World,

35 Dover Street, London, W.l, to arrive not later
'
than first post on

Janua~y 1. Some latitude will be given to overseas competitors.
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Problem No. 1 (IO points)
Rubber bridge, game all, the bidding
has gone:SoUTH

WEST

NORTH

I+

1+

EAST

SouTH

DbI.

NORTH

EAST
No
No

No
10
?
South holds:+JJO ~AK95 OJ9762 +84.
What should South bid?

No

?
South holds:-

I~

No

+Q972.

Problem No. 6 (10 points)
Match-point pairs, love all,
bidding has gone:SouTH

WEST.

the

NORTH

EAST

10
DbI.

No
No

?
South holds:+AJ964 ~AJ1073 0J5 +4.
What should South bid?

Problem No. 3 (20 points)
Match-point pairs, love all, the
bidding has gone:~UTH WEST
NORTH
EAST

I+

NORTH

?
. South holds:+KQ ~AJ86 OAK5
What should South bid?

Problem No. 2 (10 points)
I.M.P. scoring, game all, the bidding
has gone:WEST

WEsT

No

2NT
No
No
?
South holds:+AJ7642 ~Q9 0J3 +854.
What should South bid?

SOUTH

Problem No. 5 (10 points)
l.M.P. scoring, game all, the bidding
has gone:-

No
No

+B65f ~A5 0108632 +K5.

Problem No. 7 (10 points)
I.M.P. scoring, game all, the bidding
has gone:SouTH

WEsT

NORTH

EAST

1\?

No

2\?

No
No

3.

20
No
2+
No
?
South holds:, +AQ6 ~73 OA986542
What should South bid?

+B.

(a) What should South bid?
(b) What should South bid if North

Problem No. 8 (20 points)
. .
Rubber bridge, Jove all, the btddmg
had rebid Two Hearts instead of One - has gone:lieart?
NoRTH
EAsT
SouTH
WEST
Problem No. 4 (10 points)
I.M.P. scoring, love all, the bidding
hasgone:-

SouTH

WEST

?

NORTH

EAST

I+

10

No
3\!}
No

No
No

No

••

No
No

South holds: +AJS"
M A9643
07
-·
+1074 v
. 1 S th's bid of
a) Do you agree wtt 1 ou
.
(
? If not what alternative
Three Hearts .
'
do you prefer?
'>
(b) What should South lead.

South holds:-

• - ~1098 0AKQ10986 +K94.
What should South bid?
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Switch out ~0 ~~~
.-stuffy air and
_unpleasant
smells
with the ·
elegant · .
new
[~@!flll]Qj]MO~~A~
FOR BETTER AIR CONDITIONS
VENT -AXIA LIMITED • 60 ROCHESTER ROW • LONDON • S.W.1.
TELEPHONE: VICtoria 2244
,

Branches ~t Gla~gow, Mancheste~, Birmingham, Leeds, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Bristol
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One Hundred Up
by ALAN TRUSCOTT

November solutions: If you did not enter for the November competition, try
your hand at the problems on page 22 before reading how the experts voted.
· The panel for the November problems
consisted of the following nine experts:
G. C. H. Fox, Mrs. R. Markus, F.
North, J. Nunes, J. T. Reese, C. Rodrigue, R. Sharples and N. Smart, all of
London and Home Counties; and
C. E. Phillips of Cheshire.

This seems to imply that North must
have 4-card spade support. This may
have been true in the Baron system,
but is certainly not true in Acol, nor, I
would have thought, in Cab. The
opener could have three spades and
five hearts, in which case we certainly
want to play in Four Hearts. If he has
three spades and four hearts, the choice
of contract will be much more delicate:
3NT, a 4-3 major suit game, or a conservative part-score are all possibilities.
A spade game with seven trumps is
perhaps slightly more likely than a
heart game, for if North has a 3-4-5- 1
shape, we want to be able to take the
ruff in the short trump hand.
The other panelists were less willing
to commit themselves.
PHILLIPS : "Three Dian;tOnds. There
are three possible game contracts, and
Three Diamonds is the bid best calculated to obtain an intelligent choic.e from
partner. 2NT is a fair alternative~ as
this may be the most we can achtev;
if partner has a moderate 3-4-4-

Problem No. 1 (10 points)
Match-point pairs, game all, the
bidding has gone:SoUTH

1•

WEST

NORTH

EAST

1\?

No
No

2+

No
South holds:• QJ74 ~ A54 0 A84 + Q94.
What should South bid?
Answer: Three Hearts 10; Three
Diamonds, 6; 3NT, or Th,ree Clubs, 5;
· Four Spades, 4.
The panel's vote: 4 for Three Hearts;
2 for Three Diamonds (North and
Phillips); 1 for Four Spades (Mrs.
Markus); and 1 for Three Clubs
(Smart).
One· panelist exercised her intuition
and shot straight into game:
MRS. MARKus: '•Four Spades. Although my hand is balanced and may
Play Well in no trumps it looks as if
th .
.
'
e combmed ruffi.ng values will show
lllore tricks in spades. · It is difficult to
find out in time whether' we have
enough in clubs and diamonds to make
a 3NT contract absolutely safe. Whether
Partner's hand is 5-4-3-1 5-4-2-2 or
eve AA
'
n -r-r-3-2 Four Spades should be
the best bet."

hand."
h d
In the latter case 3NT may ~e ar
work, but most of us would still want
. 't Tile disadvantage of Three
h ·f
to bem 1 •
.
d
ms to me to be t at '
Dmmon s sec
.
k
'd 3NT you wtll not now
·
d
partner b1 s
There may be a dtamon
what to do.
d there may
k
·n no trumps, an
w~a ness51 3 heart fit. This applies also
still be a .
to Smart's Three Club btdT.
As
UE. ••Three No
rumps. .
Roo RIG ••
T direct, and I sttll
I have not bid 3N
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Sourn

show the same values, partner will have
to decide what my reasons were for so
doing: he ought to deduce that I am not
likely to hold more than a single
stopper in each minor. Therefore with
a 4-card spade support, or five hearts
and a minor suit singleton, he should
change the contract."
This reasoning allows partner to read
more into the 3NT bid than one might
expect. There seems no reason why
South should not be bidding 3NT on a
4-1-4-4 hand with both minors wellheld.
The majority opinion is unobjectionable provided y,ou accept-and are sure
your partner accepts-the basic premise:
NuNES: "Three Hearts. By modern
standards this is 100 per cent forcing
and denies a 5-card spade suit."
SHARPLES: "Three Hearts. Forcing.
To bid 3NT would be too arbitrary.
Partner must decide this issue. Holding
a weak 5-card heart suit, he can still
bid 3NT if well padded in the minors."
Fox: "Three Hearts. Forcing. 'This
should imply that we can play in at
least Three Spades. If partner has poor
spade support and five hearts he should
bid Four Hearts. If he has four spades
he can bid the game in spades. If he
bids Three Spades, we bid 3NT."
Not quite so sure about this last
point was:

1+

WEST
No

NORTH
2+

EAST
30

?
South holds:+AJ753 \?AKJ 0 632 +A7.
What should South bid?
Answer: Three Hearts, 10; Double
7; Four Diamonds, 6; Four Clubs, 4. '
The panel's vote: 5 for Three Hearts;
2 for Double (North and Smart); 1 for
Four Diamonds (Fox); 1 for Four
Clubs (Rodrigue).
This is a recurring type of 100UP
puzzle. South has the values to expect
a game, but is quite unable to select the
denomination. Even our lady panelist
was unable to pierce this fog with one
bid:
MRs. MARKUS: "Three Hearts. Although I am not in favour of bidding
3-card suits I think I must on this
particular hand. It is absolutely forcing
and if partner can rebid Four Clubs I
would be very hopeful about a slam in
clubs. If partner bids Four Hearts I
shall have to think whether to leave it,
but l do not expect partner to give me
Four Hearts unless he has good heart
support and nothing in spades. In that
case it may be the best available contract."
The other three heart bidders rather
shirked the issue in respect of the
forcing or non-forcing quality of the
bid. It is true that a new suit at the
three level is normally forcing, but it is
not clear that the rule is applicable in
the face of an interference bid. South
could hardly allow himself to be shut
out if he held 5- 5 in the majors and
about J 3 points, for example.
PHILLIPS: "Three Hearts. . As in
problem No. 1, our preference is for
the bid which keeps open all possible
lines of communication. True, we rnaY
find ourselves playing Four Hearts when

REESE: "Three .Hearts. Distribution
notwithstanding, the lack of tenaces and
intermediates makes this not a good
hand for no trumps. The return to
partner's major is forcing, but South
could use his judgment about passing
Three Spades."

Problem No. 2 (10 points)
I.M.P. scoring, North-South vulnerable, the bidding has gone:36

Five or even Six Clubs would have been

honour, but the spades are only too
likely to be stacked on our left."
· NORTH: "Double. I do not like
doubling at this level without a trump
trick but I have a good defensive hand,
shortage in partner's suit, and any other
bid may well result in a minus score for
our side."

better."
This recognises the near-certainty that
North has long clubs. Resting firmly
on this reasonable assumption was:
RODRIGUE: "Four Clubs. 1 would
pass if this could be construed as forcing
in any way, but unfortunately it is not.
Partner must have a decent suit if he is
not too strong, and this contract should
be playable; alternatively he may have
delayed spade support which he will now
be able to show."
· The disadvantage of this bid seems to
be that the bidding may well die, a
development which South would not
welcome. Making quite sure of getting
to game:

Problem No. 3 (10 points)
l.M.P. scoring, love all, the bidding
has gone:NORTH EAST
Sourn
WEST
No
1~
No
No
40
20 .
?
South holds:+K1087- ~A6 OKQ976 +102.
What should South bid?
Answer: Four Spades, 10; Four

Fox: "Four Diamonds. Assuming
Three Diamonds is not a weak jump
overcall, it is not easy to decide w het her
to go for a game or double. It is difficult
to see how Three Diamonds can be
made, but if partner is short there
could be a slam for North-South."
The modern tendency with cue-bids
in the opponents' suit is to divide them
into two categories. At a low-level,
when exploring for game, the bid does
not promise any control in the enemy
suit; but at a high level, when used as a
slam suggestion, it shows at least a
second-round control. Fox clearly
regards his bid of Four Diamonds as
belonging in the first category, but
other panelists presumably thought
otherwise.

Hearts, 3.

The panel-'s vote: 8 for Four Spades;
for
Four Hearts (Fox).
1
The panel was almost unanimous in
deciding to make a ~lam effort.
PHILLIPS: "Four Spades. We have
enough good cards to justify a slam
try. Some solvers, but I hope ~o
panelists may fall into the trap and b1d
Four He~rts: far from being a slam try,
this is, of course, a sign-off."
REESE : "Four Spades. Four He~rts
would not be sufficiently encouragmg,
~ 't would not be unmistakably a cu~1
b~~ In these situations the cue b1d
1·
d
t 1 is the best
of the second roun,, con ro
approach to slam.
.
.
us.
"Four Spades. Six OmSHARP ·
.·
d one can
moods looks promJsmg, an
1
.h
fidcnce. The on Y
make a try Wit con
f
·ng
'd chance o 1os1
danger is an outs! e
"
A King of clubs.
to the cecourse was planned
A venturesome

Reese and Nunes also took the view
th
at some action was called for, and
that a double would be
· unlikely to
Produce a big enough penalty. .
But there were two practical votes in
fav 0 ur o r a sure plus:
SMART: "Double. Taking the substance. Four Clubs might work out
Well if Partner has three spades to an

by:
• . "Four Spades. If
MRS. ~AR;.us.Clubs I shall bid Six
partner bJds JVC
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partner the impression of a 4-0-4-5
hand, and I have therefore some
sympathy for:
RODRIGUE: ''Double. Followed by a
bid in clubs unless partner jumps. This
must indicate a very strong club suit as
well as a good hand. The alternative
of a jump to Four Clubs is unlikely to
induce partner to show his six-card suit
if he has one, whereas h'e would rebid it
in the former sequence."
South should try not to exclude completely the possibility of playing iq
Problem No. 4 (20 points)
Four Spades. The following answer
Rubber bridge, North-South vulnerdoes seem to suggest unwisely an
able, the bidding has gone:allergy to any other denomination.
SouTH
WEsT
NoRTH EAsT
PHILLIPS: "Four Clubs. This shows
1+
I<v
No
2<v
our values nicely."
?
South holds:There are other things besides values
+ AK3 <v- OAJ8 + KQJ8732.
in this mercenary world: truth, beauty,
(a) What should South bid now?
and exotic and interesting shapes.
(b) What should South bid if East had
Answer to (b): Five Clubs, .10; Four
bid Three Hearts instead of Two Hearts? Clubs or Double, 8; Four Hearts, 5.
Answer to (a):-Three Hearts, JO;
The panel's vote: 3 for Five Clubs;
Double, 5; Four Clubs, 4.
2 for Four Clubs (Phillips and RodThe panel's vote: 6 for Three Hearts;
rigue); 2 for Double (Reese'and North);
2 for Double (Rodrigue and Smart); and .1 for Four Hearts (Mrs. Markus).
and 1 for Four Clubs (Phillips).
Now South has less room to manThere are several ways in which South oeuvre, and his choice is more difficult.
can show .strength. Easily the most Two pane1ists were consistent.
MRS. MARKus: "Four Hearts. I a!J1
popular was:
.
SHARPLES: "Three Hearts. When I
still bidding hearts. The fact that
revert to clubs partner will know that opponents can bid a lot of hearts does
in any other strain 1 would have opened
not make my hand worse."
with a strong two-bid."
The opposite, or pessimistic wing,
Reese made a similar comment, and
was represented by:
one panelist' regarded. the opening bid,
PHILLIPS: "Four Clubs. Partner may
with some reason, as an underbid.
not now read us for quite so good a
MRs. MXRKUS: "Three Hearts. I
hand as in fact we have, but that is no
cannot understand why South did not reason for making an overbid in Five
open with Two Clubs. I rarely hold
Clubs."
such handJ, but it seems to me to
This was cautiously supported by:
RODRIGUE: "Four Clubs. Fixed! In
qualify for a Two Clubs bid on any
system. Now it is difficult to catch up." view of the vulnerability this will not be
The cue-bid in the opponent's suit . taken as a sacrificial suggestion, but
after opening only One Club may give more likely a good Acol two-bid with

Diamonds. If partner bids 4NT I can
show my ace, and if partner bids Five
Diamonds I shall bid Five Hearts. In
all these cases I shall not be too high.
Partner must have a good heart suit
to jump to Four Diamonds, and my
hand must prove extremely useful played
in either red suit."
1 would feel nervous about Five
Hearts, expecting the · heart suit, if
diamonds were trumps, to need establishment.
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clubs as the suit. A double at this level
would leave us unhappy if partner
passed or bid Four Diamonds."
The doublers preferred to reserve
more options even though, as Rodrique says, one or two of the options
are unattractive.
REESE: "Double. Leaving room (unless opponents go to Four Hearts) to
bid Four Clubs over a forced Three
Spades."
NoRTH: "Double. The bidding has
now eot too high to bid the opposition
suit so the choice rests between double
and some number of clubs. I prefer
double because it is by no means
impossible that partner will be able to
say something of interest."
The majority group felt that at this
level they would have little chance of
&etting partner to co-operate.
Fox: "Five Clubs. Speculative, but
Four Clubs would appear competitive.
Admittedly to compete at this level and
this score would require a good hand,
b~t we need very little (spade Queen and
d•~mond Queen) for game, and North
Will hardly raise on: +Qxx <:?xxx
. OQxxx +tOxx."

GOOD POSITION
Highly interesting and sociable,
open to a competent player;
Full or part time.
Good appearance and pleasant
personality essential.

•

apply:.
LONDON SCHOOL
OF BRIDGE
38 KING'S ROAD,
LONDON, S.W.I.
KEN. 7201

monds- Four Clubs is a cue-bid agreeing diamonds. This is because a stron~
black two-suiter need only bid Thret!
Clubs since this high reverse at the
three 'level is undoubtedly forcing. A
reverse at the two level is now ~enerally
played as forcing, when responder has
bid at the two level, and in that case a
similar consideration applies.
PHILLIPS : "Three Spades. Since Two
Spades- a reverse bid after a two-l~vel
ve been forcmg,
response- wou ld Ila
,1
d
Three Spud~s must be ~egarde as
control-showing a~d agree,tl_lg clubs, al t
.·
II If instead we mere Y
least provtstona y.
... II C 'I to
jump to Four Clubs, wea~r~cr ::san
reach a good slam when P,
<;?Qx
Ace less hand such as ~xx ,
.
OKxxx +KQxxx."
..
.
d similarly, pomtmg
Rodngue _argueto Four Clubs should
out that the JUmP
I s in controls.
show more shape but es

Problem No. 5 (10 points)
I.M.P. scoring, love all, the bidding
has gone:-

SouTH
lC::,

WEsT
No

NORTH

2+

EAST

No,

?
South holds:•A7 \?A,.Kl096 OQJ +AJ74.
What should South bid?
A
.
nswer: Three Spades 10,· Four
CJ ubs, 8; Two Spades 6 '
Tl
' .
re Palle/'s vote: 4 for Three Spades;
3
Shfor Four Clubs (Nunes, Reese and
a :rples); and 2 for Two Spades (Fox
nM Mrs. Markus).
se ost Players are aware that a
quence like One Spade- Two Dia39

WEST
SoUTH
NORTH
NoRTH: "Three Spades. This bid
l ey>
DbI.
10
shows first round control in spades, a
?
very strong band and an' excellent club
South holds:fit, which seems to cater for most things
+KJI07 cy>A6 OA10643 .A4.
including the possibility of partner
(a) What should South bid?
bidding 3NT which, of course, I shall
(b) What should South bid if East had
pass."
I suspect this interpretation of Three bid Three Clubs instead of Two ·clubs?
Spades may not have occurred to the
Answer to (a): Two Hearts, 10. .
other -panelists, some of whom became
The panel's vote: 9 for Two Hearts.
involved in another theoretical point:
This is an automatic choice for the
SHARPLES: "Four Clubs. This is not expert panelists, but perhaps not so
a no trump hand. I play this forcing; automatic for some solvers.
but even if one does not, how. often is it
PHILLIPS: "Two Hearts. We have 16
passed? This bid generally has some- points and vulnerable opponents are
thing in reserve to give partner necessary both bidding merrily: so what is there
bidding space. He may then sign off in left for partner except long hearts?"
the major or co-operate in a slam try at
NORTH: "Two Hearts. It is fair to
the right level."
presume partner has a few hearts and
Nunes also regarded Four Clubs as we have got extra values in tricks. The
forcing, but none of the text-books whole adds up to one push in hearts."
support this view. The latest Acol
And from the educat.ional departbook implies that it is not forcing, and ment:
the answer by one of the authors does
REESE: "Two Hearts. Normal comnot clarify his position:
petition: one does not expect partner to
REESE: "Four Clubs. I see no diffibid a nugatory suit in this sequence."
culty about this, for you must be willing
My dictionary defines nugatory as
to go beyond 3NT."
"Trifling, worthless, futile, or inoperaTwo panelists were prepared to -let
. tive." In view of the answers, perhaps
poor partner struggle on in the dark:
this was a nugatory problem.
MRs. MARKUS: "Two Spades. The
Answer to (b): No Bid, 10; Double, 4.
diamond weakness is obvious, and I do
The panel's vote: 8 for No Bid; 1 for
not wish to be. in a slam unless partner
Double
(Smart).
can bid no trumps at some stage. Two
There was a general vote for restraint,
Spades allows partner to bid at a low
·
level: this is a hand where I wish to gain and one lone aggressor:
SMART:
"Double.
Someone
is very
information much more than to give it."
short
of
something.
If
partner
is
playing
Fox supported this by pointing out
that a force of Three Diamonds might the fool with a diamond holding he will
get 3NT from North with the diamond just have to take it out."
Smart's answer to the first part
suit exposed. True, but this does not
indicated
that he regarded One Heart
touch closely on the merit of Two
as showing some values, and this no
Spades.
doubt contributed to his optimism in
Problem No. 6 (20 points)
the second part. The scoring also plays
Match-point pairs, game a11, the a part. As the opponents are vulnerable,
bidding has gone:there is some _temptation to try for the
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malic score of 200. If Three Clubs goes
one down undoubted, this will be
inferiorto a likely 110 at other table in
Two Hearts: But most panelists would
not be tempted:
RoDRIGUE: "No Bid. Of course if I
p.ew ·· that partner ~as a singleton
diamond, and also where the spade
Queen was placed I might like to
double. I might double (but only at
pairs) if points were needed badly."
Two eminent panelists based their
arguments on an assumption which I
find astonishing:
REEsE: "No Bid. Now probably the
enemy are going to continue, so it
would be pointless to make a risky bid
ofaity sort."
It seems clear to me that West can
only have a bare minimum for his
do~ble, and will seize the first opportumty to call it a day.*

La ~evue Beige

du

Bridge
Un programme complet pour
amateurs et experts
Direction technique:
A. Flnklesteln
Abonnement annuel
(12 numeros)
220 frs. belges

64, Avenue Louise, Bruxelles.

M~. MARKus: "No Bid. Over Three
Cubs I would pass as I have a very
strong hand and do not mind if the
opponents bid on. Three Clubs by
East must be forcing, and to intervene
at that stage may mean that. I shall stop
opponents getting into trouble."

South holds:+1 0964 ~62 0 AQ73 +AQ2. ·
What should South bid'!
Answer: Two Spades, 10; Three
Diamonds, 6; 2NT, 5; 3NT, 4.
The panel's l'ote: 5 for Two Spades;
1 for Three Diamonds (Phillips); 2 for
2NT (Reese and Mrs. Markus); 1 for
3NT (Smart).
South might have opened the bidding
with this one, but no panelist complained
about this failure. The modern tendency
to cue-bid the opponents' suit on every
possible occasion was demonstrated by
the fact that five panelists did not
choose to look further.
RoDRIGUE: "Two Spades. If partner
'd 3NT all well and good. If he
can b J
,
•
3NT
rebids Three Clubs I shall still try
.
and · he will knoW that my stopper IS
I
prepared for a
. .. 1
tenuous and tI1at am
-out to Four Clubs. My mltJU
take
•
· ·
hand"
pass has already hmlted mY
·

But in the unlikely event of East
having a hand on which he needs an
absolute force, he can do so unambiguously by bidding Two Spades.

Problem No. 7 (10 points)

I.M.P. scoring, game all, the bidding
hasgone:SoUTa WEST
NoRTH EAST
No
No
• If
artist

west is an

In .dw~o

111

1
_

out-of-work trapeze
leaves his partners suspended

·all', JtS.-T.R.
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SHARPLES: "Two Spades. Partner
surely has a heart guard and the spade
suit may well be blocked-even though
to bid 3NT would be a liberty. As
West opened in third position, I cannot
yet rule out slam possibilities."
A great one for taking ,a liberty:
SMART: "Three No Trumps. Partner's clubs are pretty feeble for an
overcall vulnerable and he must have
additional values. If we bid a chicken
2NT he will surely pass, as his suit is
so bad."
I do not think that follows. As
partner has bid vulnerable at the two
level on a poorish suit he must · be
shapely, and may have a second suit to
introduce. Two other panelists were
prepared to consider South's spade
holding a stop for no trump purposes.
REEsE: 'Two No Trumps. Seems to
me the most intelligent forward-going
move. You have rather too much in
spades yourself to make any sort of
asking bid in that suit."
MRs. MAR]( US: "Two No Trumps.

The fact that West has opened third
hand makes it very likely that we might
make a game. ~n rubber bridge I
might even chance a 3NT bid."
For South to bid no trumps strikes
me as a hit-and-miss effort. There is
an accurate scientific bid available, but
it is a very rare one and only one
panelist thought of it.
PHilliPS: " Three D iamonds. The
force-after-passing promises support for
partner's suit in the same way as if he
had made an opening bid. Five Clubs
should · be a good contract, but Six
Diamonds may be better if North has
-say: +x \!]Ax O Kxxx •KJxxxx. This
is by no means an unreasonable holding,
since the failure to double suggests
shortness in hearts."
With an intelligent partner this seems
perfect, as it shows a club fit, some
strength in diamonds, and a maximum
pass. It would c~rtainly have led to the
right contract of Five Clubs, for North's
\!}AKQ104 OJ7
hand was: + .J106542. The cue-bid of Two Spades
in fact led to the wrong contract, for
North chose to pass under the impression that South held powerful spades.
As West held a seven-card spade suit, a
singleton heart and both minor suit
Kings, I thought I had performed
brilliantly by landing five · tricks, but I
waited in vain for the congratulations
of my team-mates. Wild horses 'would
not persuade me to name my partner,
but the reader may get a clue from an
earlier report in this issue.
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Problem No. ·8 (J 0 points)
Rubber bridge, North-South vulnerable, the.bidding has gone:Sounr · WEsT
NoRTH EAsT
Dbl.

4.
No

No
No

1.5.

South holds:-

later to give another trick. The case
for the winning diamond lead:

+-.

•AQ953 ~K975 OKJ108
What should South lead?

A11swer: Jack of diamonds, 10; King
of diamonds, 9; Ace of spades, 6; Five
of hearts, 4.
Tile pa11el's vote: 4 for Jack of diamonds; 1 for King of diamonds (North);
3 for Ace of spades (Nunes, Phillips
and Sharples); 1 for five of hearts
.(Smart).
The problem here is to find the lead
least likely to give away a trick, given
that partner's hand must be almost
worthless. . There was one rather
doubtful inference from the bidding:
SMART: "West is surely afraid of the
majors, and may have a minor twosuiter. A spade lead will throw a
trick, and so probably will a diamond.
Whether to lead the King or a small
heart depends on where you think the
Ace is. Myself, I am against Deschapelles coups at trick one." In support of
his heart l~ad, Smart offered this pair
of opposing hands:
·

WEST
.x

EAST

+KJxx

~Ax

~XX

0 AQ
+A X X

Oxxxxx
• Q J 10 1r

X

XX

The argument offered by Phillips for
leading the Ace of spades was that it
.. Wottld giye South a chance of finding a
good . coqtinuation -on viewing . the
. dummy. Both this lead and the heart
Would in fact have been ·fatal, for the
East-West hands were:
WEST

• 872
~ 10 6 3

OAQ
• J9754

1• .•

•

REEsE: . "Jack of diamonds. You
h~ve a better chance of finding partner
wtth a Queen than with a King or Ace,
and a further point is that if this lead
goes amiss you will have something
purposeful to attack when next on play."
A slight refinement:
NORTH: "King of diamonds. This
seems as. clear cut as anything can be
in this situation. Best chance is to find
partner with a Queen. The Queen of
hearts will not necessarily be enough
because of our poor intermediate cards.
The King of diamonds is preferred to
the Knave because it can hardly Jose
and it might crash a singleton Queen."

A small point in favour of the Jack
rather than the King was provided by:
RoDRIGUE: "Jack of diamonds. The
least likely lead to cost and most likely
to gain if partner has the Ace or Queen
(as against hearts). I cannot consider a
spade lead. Furthermore declarer may
not go up with the diamond Queen in
dummy in certain circumstances."
The diamond lead naturally had the
support of Mrs. Markus, who e~med
herself a top with it. If occurred m the
final of the Two Stars at Eastbourne,· in
which Mrs. Markus and Mrs. Gordon
finished more than five points clear of a
powerful field .

Spring Foursomes

EA~T
• ~J 6

This event for 64 teams at Eastbourne
from March 9-1 1 is ,almost full. Late
.
'th the fee of £3 a player up
entnes, WI
.
•
.
hould be sent forthwith to .
to
Gray J3 Highams Hill,
Mrs.
ste
,
Sussex .
Gossops Green, Crawley,
.

!l :<;j ,A Q

o,.7 3 ~ ,.

.Y. A K 10 8 3

SIX£t.

A spade or heart lead gives one trick,
and South can easily be end-played
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RESULT OF NOVEMBER COMPETITION
Most solvers scored a zero <;>n problem 6 (a), perhaps failing to realise that Ace
and another is adequate support for a suit which partner has bid voluntarily over
an opposing double. On problem 7 there were some votes for Three Clubs, which
hardly does justice to the strength of the hand, and for Four Clubs. The latter is
all right on values, but bypasses a possible 3NT. It was a difficult set to score well
on, and Mr. Fowlie did very well to be in the nineties.
Max. 100

Winner:
G. G. FoWLIE, 25 High Road, Saltcoats, Ayrshire

94

Second:
H. S. RoBINSON, 116 Bents Road, Sheffield, 11

89

Third, equal:
86
D. K. BEEVER, 43 Walton Avenue, Morecambe, Lanes.
J. VANDER VLERK, Troelstralaan 28, Assen, Holland
Other leading scores: L. G. Wooo, 85; J. T. CHAPMAN, 83; C. VICKERMAN, 82;
R. B. JACKSON, 81; N. A. WATKINSON, 80; E. W. KIRK and T. C. VANEs, 7~; J. E.
TAYLOR and H. DAVIDSON, 76.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
5/- per line. Special terms for a series
I

BRIDGE CLUBS AND HOTELS
HARROW
HAtutoW BRIDGE CLUB-16 Northwick Park
Road, Harrow, Middx. Tel. Harrow 3908.
Good standard Bridge in enjoyable atmosphere.
Sessions twice daily. Partnership and Duplicate.
Open teams of four every Saturday evening.
NOTTINGHAM
NOTI1NGHAM BRIDGE CLUB-401 Mansfield
Road Nottingham 65995. (Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Hammond.) Half Way House for Sunday
matches. Duplicate Monday Tuesday Wednesday Saturday 7 p.m. Rubber Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 2.30-6 p.m.

LONDON
GRAND SLAM BRIDGE CLUB, 21 Craven Hill,
W.2. Tel.: Pad 6842. Stakes 1/- and 2/-.
Partnership evenings Mondays & Thursdays.
Visitors welcome. Bounty Pairs (£25) Weekly
Tuesdays. Bounty Individual (£20) 2nd Sunday
afternoons. TUmON.
CARD PLAYERS DIARY FOR 1962
Retail Price 7/lld. (incl. tax) or by post 8/6d.
Special Rebate to Clubs.
Published and distributed by
VICTOR BERGER,
15 Appold Street, London, E.C.2

MISCELLANEOUS
BRIDGE REQUISITES

WALLETS-better than boards at less than half
the cost.
CARDBOARD
£3 3s. Od. per set of 32
LEATHERETTE £6 6s. Od. per set of 32
WRITE FOR SAMPLES:
W. B Tatlow, 2 Rosebery Court, LLANDUDNO

Personal Score Cards, Travelling Score Slips
Result Charts, Hand Record (Curtain) Cards'
"Silent Bidders" etc. MOVEMENT CARDS
for Individuals, Pairs and Teams-of-four etc.

TIDTION
NICO GARDENER guarantees to improve
your game. Tuition, practice classes and lectures
all under personal supervision; also postal course'
The London School of Bridge, 38 King's Road'
London, S.W.3. KENsington 7201.
' '

PERFEcr YOUR BRIDGE under cham·
pionship guidance. Private or Group Tuition.
Practice classes. Duplicate coaching. Master
Points contests. Lectures. Folder free from
the Mayfair Bridge Studio (Dept. 5), 110 Mount
Street, London, W.l, or 'phone GRO 2844.
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Tour11arnent ·World
National Masters Individual. The
first three were H. Franklin, B. Schapiro,
and D. Rimingt~n.
Tollemache Cup, S.E. heat. Sussex
beat Middlesex on a split tie.
Alan Hiron will report on these events
next month.

Many tortuous sequences resulted in
phantom sacrifices of Five Spades over
Five Diamonds for 500 to N-S. However, my partner and I found no
difficulty in avoiding this pitfall. The
bidding at our table was brief:SoUTH
WEST
NoRTH EAsT

The Baby Tollemache
by Keith Stanley

30

4+

No

Dbl.

3+
50
No

No
No

No
Almost before East's double had died
away declarer had ruffed the Ace of
spades lead, drawn a round of trumps,
and claimed 750. It looks quite possible,
on the bidding, to place West with both
trumps and so to take the finesse. However, if this is the trump position,
The University Arms Hotel, Camdeclarer can cash the black suit winners
bridge, proved a most comfortable and throw West in with a trump. Thus,
venue, and there were enough unusual declarer's play was a good "safety
hands to ensure that all .teams carried
play" against the trumps being divided.
away some good stories.
To win the money on this deal West
must
lead his trump. Declarer will
Several babes were lost deep in the
doubtless now take the right view ~n
wood when pursuini this exotic Jaytrumps but will .stil~ have two losers m
out:.I
hearts
and one in clubs.
East dealer
The St. Dunstan's (Ilkley) Congress
Game all
All entry records were broken at the
NORTH
St Dunstan's Congress this year and
+KQ9
th~ organisers were confidently pr~
~ 95
dicting
a profit of £1,000 plus for thts
0Al032
splendid cause. However, it would be
+A 7 65
~
more southern
WF.Sr
d
pleasant to see a .ew
EAST
airs present. The scenery aroun
• A.J 7 6 54 3 2
• 10 8
P•
·
the Congress
Ilkley is most impresstve, .
~A Q J 10
"4 3 2
could not be better orgamsed, ~nd adt
08
OK
1 expenence
h.
.
+KQ J10432 no other Congress ave
such a friendly atmos~herc (they even
SOUTH
in a pnze).
allowed me to '~ the Championship
I s faced ·with
Contestants m
\?K876
Pairs soon found themse ve
0QJ97654
a tricky decision:+9 8

The Baby Tollemache, now in its
second year, is a team-of-eight competition for the "Minor Counties." This
year the handsome trophy, donated by
Peter Swinnerton-Dyer, was won by
ixfordshire, with Lincolnshire in second
place.

·- ·-
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Clubs or 4NT (intended to be natural
but often misinterpreted . in the event):
However, a couple of Souths felt that as
the odds favoured only one club loser,
even opposite a void, a bid of Six Clubs
was a fair gamble. Tills paid handsome
dividends, as on the last trump East is
squeezed in the red suits.

I

North dealer
Love all
NORTH

• Q J 10 53
(JK742
0 KQ84

+-

WEST

EAST

+ AK9874
(J8
0 76
+ Q643

\J Q J 10 6 3
OJ 1093

• 62

·soUTH

The Pairs ended in a clear win for
Daniel and Lee, with Dlugajczyk and
Allen runners-up.

+ J7 -

In contrast, the principal teams-offour event, the Town's Cup, was a very
close affair, with a win in the play-off, by
3 I.M.P.s, for J. Colley, E. Pudsey, A.
Mayerhof, and Mrs. Crawford, who
defeated G. Fell, A. Finlay, J. Hochwald, and E. Masser.

\J A

95
OA52
+ A K 10 9 8 52

The bidding usually started:
NORTH

I+

30
4\J

Perhaps the atmosphere of the
Congress was summed up unconsciously
by the young player who told me
indignantly 'Tve been false carding all
day here, and nobody has even noticed.''

SOUTH

3+
4+

South now tended to bid either Five

ILKLEY ST. DUNSTANS .
RAFFLE TICKET WINNERS 1961

Ticket No.
1. Two Wimbledon tickets
finals day
3684
2. Suit length
1090
3. £5 note : . :
3848
4. Leather brief case
3336
5. Two tickets for any Lond<;>n theatre ..
6910
6. Bottle of whisky
12319
7. Easter 1962 week-end
I
for two at Craiglands
Hotel, Ilkley
·
1982'
8. Three Premium Bonds: . 13571
9. Dress length
· 3421
10. One doz. golf balls
· · 11672
11. Brace of pheasants
4811
12. Scarf square
5607

Seller

Mrs. Donnan
A. Preston
G. Fell
H. Gemmell

Holder
C. E. Dawkins Surrey
Manchester
Liverpool
. Yzer
Edinburgh

L. E. Lewis
· R. Belcher

,.

H. ·Pelham
A. S. Monkton

H. L. Riubens Leeds
A. S. Monkton Sta!for.d ·

t

'

· Mrs. Macartney
L. Levey
S. E. Machray 1 '
A. Brostoff '
G. G. Hill
R. W. Todd
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s. Tod
L. Levey
s. E. Machray
A. Brostolf
Mrs. Blakeley
E. Burton

Cheshire
Birm'ham
Cardiff
Leeds
Bradford
Pateley
Bridge
I

I

13. Scarf square
14. Clock ..
15. Tweed cloth

EXTRA PRIZES
8429 Mrs. H. Burns
17304 G. Fell

Mrs. H. Burns Torquay
Welwyn
G. Durran
Gdn. City

12558 E. LeaderWilliams

P.R. Wolff

Bournemouth

OUR SINCERE THANKS TO ALL "SELLERS Of BOOKS" AND "BUYERS
OF TICKETS"

[8.U. ·Master POints · Register
Master Points Secretary:
F. 0. Bingham, 48 Lordship Park, London, N.~6
PROMOTIONS
To "Four-Star" Master: J. H. Taylor (Yorkshire).
To "One-Star" Master: N. Alton (Leicestershire); Mrs. D. R. Freshwater
(Surrey); W. J. Langiert (London).
To Master: Mrs. J. Baddeley (North-Western); Mrs. H. J. Bosomworth (NorthEastern); Mrs. P. T. S. Brook (Kent); R. Crawford (Northern Ireland); E . Field
(Yorkshire); C. R. Fox (Middlesex); Mrs. G. C. Griffiths (Somerset); Dr. E. H.
Mansfield (Surrey); Mrs. B. V. McLaren (North-Eastern); G . F. McCaw (Northern
Ireland); Cdr. C. F. Parker, D.S.C., R.N. (Kent); Mrs. V. Thornhill (Devon).
LEADING SCORES
.Three Life Masters have improved on their last published scores; S. Booker
moves from 12th to lOth place with 370, an increase of 19; A. Rpse and E. J. Spurway
retain 7th and 9th places with 434 ( + 24) and 384 ( + 11 ), respectively .
. Honorary Life Masters: No change.
National Masters: .R. A. .~riday _ moves from 8th position to 5th :with 285 ( + 5)
and Mrs. A.M. Hiron from 27th to' 21st with 211 ( + 21)_.
Masters, i.e. those players who have registered 50 M.P. and have not qualified
as National Masters, are reminded that the closing date for entries for ~he " Restricted
Pairs", to be played at Droitwich on February 3rd-4th, is December 31st. Entries,
accompanied by the fee of £2 per pair, should be sent to the Master PointS Secretary.
The final of the County Masters' Pairs, for which local heats have been organised
by most County Associations, will be played at the same venue during the same
Weekend. Qualified pairs will be notified immediately after the last date for heats
December 31st.
'
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I

II

1961
Dec.

Ken. PaL Hotel

16-17 LEDERER CUP FOR CLUBS

1962

Jan.

Droitwich
·Midlands
Grand,
Eastbourne
Croydon

5-7 MIDLANDS CoUNTIES CoNGRESs
13-14 TOLLEMACHE CuP FINAL
19-21 WHITELAW CuP
26-28 CROYDON CONGRESS

Feb.

March

Victoria Halls,
3-4 MASTERS PAIRS
Bloomsbury Sq
(Ample provision for spectators at 2s. 6d.
per session)
Raven, Droitwic
REsTRICTED PAIRS
New York
10-17 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP
17-18 CAMROSB MATCH
London
YOUNG PLAYERS FINAL
Nat. Lib. Club,
24-25 THE Fmw
Londo
9-12 E.B.U. "SPRING FOURSOMES WEEKEND"
24-25 PORTLAND CLUB CuP {B.B.L. EVENT)
31-Apl. 1 CROCKFORD'S CUP FINAL

April

5 CHARITY CHALLENGE CUP ..
6-8 CUMBERLAND CONGRESS
7-8 REGIONAL PAIRS FINALS S.E.

12-15
20-23
27-29
28-6 May
May

June

..
I

• •

NoRTH ..
MIDLANDS

DEVON CONGRESS
EASTER
GLOUCESTERSHIRE CONGRESS
..
WoRLD MIXED TEAMs AND PAIRS ..

4-6 LONDON CONGRESS

·Grand,
Eastbourn
Eastbourne and
Yorkshir
Nat. Lib. Club,
Londor
I
All Clubs
Keswick ·
Victoria Halls, ·
Bloomsbury Sq
Raven, Droitwic
Palace, Torquay
Cheltenham
Cannes

19-20 NATIONAL PAIRS FINAL
26- 27 PACHADO CuP

London
Royal,
.
Scarboroug1
Grand, Leicester j
Grand, Leicester

2-3 GoLD CuP FINAL\(provisional)
9-10. WHITSUN .
15-17 KENT CONGRESS

Grand,

11- 13 YORKSHIRE CONGRESS

23-24 RIXI MARKus CUP- WOMEN's IND1VIDUAL South
Full particulars from:
Secretary-Mrs. A. L. F,LEMING
12 Frant Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent
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Folkeston

